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MEETING ANNOUNCEMENT
DATE:

Wednesday, March 27, 2019

LOCATION: Orinda Masonic Center, 9 Altarinda Rd., Orinda
(see map on back page)
TIME:

6:30 – 7:00 p.m.: Social; 7:00 p.m.: Presentation

SPEAKER:

Sara Kelly McBride, Ph.D.
Mendenhall Fellow at the Earthquake
Science Center, United States
Geological Survey, Menlo Park,
California
“When science meets emergency
management—and back again: the
M7.8 Kaikōura Earthquake case study”

TOPIC:

Part of preparing for a major earthquake involves an unexpected aspect
– integrating scientists within emergency management structures
during response and recovery. As seen in the case study of the M7.8
Kaikōura Earthquake in New Zealand, scientists can play a vital role in
assisting emergency managers and decisions makers during times of
crisis. However, there are some barriers to successful integration of
scientists in emergency management. The cultures of science and
emergency management generally are oppositional; while scientists
seek specific, in-depth knowledge of one particular field or topic,
emergency managers work more heuristically, often having to be a
“jack of all trades”, following their with “gut instinct” and within
established protocols or hierarchy. Scientists seek new knowledge
while emergency managers’ goals are to learn from previous events to
inform future decision making. While it may take a scientist years to
complete their work, emergency managers have sometimes only
seconds or minutes to make a choice that can impact the health and
safety of their communities for decades to come. With such
oppositional approaches and goals, how can scientists and emergency
managers better understand each other and work together? This talk
explores the cultures of science and emergency management under the
lens of social science, to help us explore what the challenges and
barriers are to working together for better outcomes in our
communities.
(continued on last page)
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NCGS 2018 – 2019 Calendar

Last year we added rocks that demonstrated
distinctions between elements, minerals, and rocks.
We’d like to improve this display with 3 to 4-inch hand
samples (not necessarily local) of elements (we have
sulfur) and simple minerals composed of sulfur, iron,
lead or copper, and one or two complex minerals.
Additionally, we need larger hand-samples of other
Bay Area minerals and rocks that we don’t have (e.g.,
diopside, barite, unusual serpentinite, plutonic igneous
rocks, and conglomerate). If anyone cares to donate
such, it would be well appreciated.

April 24, 2019
7:00 pm
Dr. Owen Anfinson (tentative), Sonoma State U.
Using detrital zircon to reconstruct the origin of the
Salinian Block
May 29, 2019
Dinner meeting
6:00 pm
Dr. Tanya Atwater, Prof. Emeritus, UC, Santa Barbara
Topic to be announced

For any rock/mineral donations and/or if you’d like to
volunteer for our outreach program, please contact our
Outreach Chair, Mark Petrofsky at: mpetrof @
hotmail.com.

June 26, 2019
7:00 pm
Dr. Jonathan Lilien, Chevron
Environmental Aspects of Oil & Gas Production in
California

New Paper on Geology of San Francisco
Available on Association of Environmental &
Engineering Geologists Website
A new paper has been issued as part of the Association
of Environmental & Engineering Geologists (AEG),
Geology of the Cities of the World Series. The paper is
titled “Geology of San Francisco, California, United
States of America,” and can be downloaded for free at
https://www.aegweb.org/.
This paper summarizes the geologic history of the San
Francisco Bay Area and the engineering characteristics
of geologic units, geologic hazards, water resources,
infrastructure development, environmental issues, and
geologic issues associated with major engineering
structures built in San Francisco.

Saturday, March 2, 2019: NCGS member volunteers
for our Greater Bay Area rock collection. Standing
from left to right: Phil Garbutt, Mark Petrofsky, Greg
Croft, and Bill Motzer. Seated from left to right: Will
Schweller and Ed Hamilton.

The paper was recently released to coincide with the
September 2018 Annual Meeting of AEG and the
International AEG in San Francisco. Kenneth A.
Johnson and Greg W. Bartow co-edited the 189-page
paper.

NCGS Outreach: 2019 Mineral and
Gem Society of Castro Valley – Gem
and Mineral Show
Each year, The Mineral and Gem Society of Castro
Valley hosts a large mineral and gem show at the
Newark Pavilion. This year's show was held from
Friday March 1st through Sunday March 3rd. NCGS
provided our rock and mineral display on Saturday and
Sunday only. This year’s event had a significantly
depressed attendance due to rain and cool weather, but
the smaller group of attendees showed a keen interest
and appreciation in our rock collection.

Sunday, March 3, 2019: NCGS member volunteers.
From left to right: Mark Petrofsky, Gary Prost, Bill
Motzer, and Greg Bartow. Not shown are Greg and
Rosita Croft who arrived later in the afternoon to help
with cleanup.
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NCGS Field Trips
Starting the spring (and we hope for some dryness!),
we plan to hold several 2019 trips on or near Mount
Diablo, to focus on and coordinate with our 75th
anniversary GSA volume on its geology. Watch for
announcements.
We are always looking for new field trip
opportunities. If you go on or hear about an interesting
field
trip,
please
let
Will
Schweller
(willschweller@yahoo.com) know about it so that we
can evaluate it for a future NCGS trip.

Check out our updated NCGS Website at
http://ncgeolsoc.org/. We have posted many older field
trip guidebooks for free download, and we describe the
process for purchasing newer guidebooks. The website
includes a list of upcoming meetings, information on
our scholarship program, a list of useful web links, and
list of NCGS officers.

The Seventy-Fifth Anniversary of the
Northern California Geological Society

UC Berkeley Earth & Planetary
Science Weekly Seminar Series

Yes, it has been 75 years since the NCGS began as
an outgrowth of a genial gathering, over brews, of
geologists from a variety of mostly petroleum
exploration companies, in Rio Vista in 1944. Please
join us in 2019 as we celebrate this landmark
anniversary, and come to as many of our events as
you can! We are targeting the end of the calendar
year for the release The Geology of Mount Diablo in
a special publication of the U.S. Geological Survey.
Also this year, we plan to run several field trips on
and near the mountain, and will keep you posted on
those opportunities. Other ways to participate and/or
re-connect with your fellow members are to attend
any or all of our upcoming meetings for which we
have some very notable speakers slated, and to assist
at any of our outreach opportunities, where you can
meet and encourage the next generation of geologists
and their parents!

Interesting seminars are presented at 141 McCone Hall
(usually) on Thursdays at 4 pm for most of the academic
year, from late August through early May.
For an updated list of seminars, go to
http://eps.berkeley.edu/events/seminars.

NCGS members are invited our next Board of
Directors meeting, on April 27 at the APTIM office
at 4005 Port Chicago Highway. Board meetings are
generally held at 8:30 am on a Saturday in January,
May, and September, and are open to all NCGS
members. Please contact Greg Bartow if you would
like to attend, at gregbartow@yahoo,com.

USGS Evening Public Lecture Series
The USGS evening public lecture series events are
free and are intended for a general public audience
that may not be familiar with the science being
discussed. Monthly lectures are usually scheduled
for the last Thursday of the month throughout the
year. The March lecture will be given on March 28
by Michelle Sneed on Land Subsidence in
California. For more information on the lectures,
and for a map of the location, go to:
https://online.wr.usgs.gov/calendar/.

AAPG Delegate Opportunity
If any AAPG Member will be attending the annual
meeting in San Antonio, May 19-22, and would like to
represent NCGS at the annual House of Delegates
meeting on May 19, please contact Don Lewis at
donlewis@comcast.net. Don is one of our two
Delegates to the House and is unable to attend this year
due to a competing college graduation.

NCGS Member Registration
A quick reminder:
Have you updated your
membership by sending in your registration form and
fee? See page 13 for a blank registration form, and
mail it in as indicated, or drop it off with Barbara at
the check-in desk at the next meeting.

NCGS’s TOTY: The Award
Addendum: Last month we informed you that NCGS
announced the winner of our 2018-19 Geoscience
Teacher of the Year Award, Mikko Michael Bojarskyis
(M.S.), who teaches high school Geoscience at Credo
High School in Rohnert Park, CA. The editor neglected
to state that the award is a check for $1,000.
Congratulations to Mr. Bojarskyis
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residence of earth and planetary science at UC
Berkeley, director of the Berkeley Geochronology
Center and senior author of the study, which will
appear online Feb. 21. "That is an important validation
of the hypothesis that the impact renewed lava flows."

Do volcanoes or an asteroid deserve
blame for dinosaur extinction?
Asteroid/comet likely reignited Indian
volcanoes 66 million years ago, but their role
in extinction unclear

The new dates also confirm earlier estimates that the
lava flows continued for about a million years, but
contain a surprise: three-quarters of the lava erupted
after the impact. Previous studies suggested that about
80 percent of the lava erupted before the impact.

ScienceDaily, February 21, 2019

If most of the Deccan Traps lava had erupted before the
impact, then gases emitted during the eruptions could
have been the cause of global warming within the last
400,000 years of the Cretaceous Period, during which
temperatures increased, on average, about 8 degrees
Celsius (14.4 degrees Fahrenheit). During this period
of warming, species would have evolved suited to
hothouse conditions, only to be confronted by global
cooling from the dust or by climate cooling gases
caused by either the impact or the volcanos.

Layered lava flows within the Wai Subgroup from near
Ambenali Ghat, Western Ghats.
Credit: Courtney Sprain

The cold would have been a shock from which most
creatures would never have recovered, disappearing
entirely from the fossil record: literally, a mass
extinction.

Based on new data published today in the journal
Science, it seems increasingly likely that an asteroid or
comet impact 66 million years ago reignited massive
volcanic eruptions in India, half a world away from the
impact site in the Caribbean Sea.

But if most of the Deccan Traps lava emerged after the
impact, this scenario needs rethinking.
"This changes our perspective on the role of the Deccan
Traps in the K-Pg extinction," said first author
Courtney Sprain, a former UC Berkeley doctoral
student who is now a postdoc at the University of
Liverpool in the United Kingdom. "Either the Deccan
eruptions did not play a role -- which we think unlikely
-- or a lot of climate-modifying gases were erupted
during the lowest volume pulse of the eruptions."

But it leaves unclear to what degree the two
catastrophes contributed to the near-simultaneous mass
extinction that killed off the dinosaurs and many other
forms of life.
The research sheds light on huge lava flows that have
erupted periodically over Earth's history, and how they
have affected the atmosphere and altered the course of
life on the planet.

The hypothesis that climate-altering volcanic gases
leak out of underground magma chambers frequently,
and not just during eruptions, is supported by evidence
from present-day volcanos, such as those of the gasspewing Mt. Etna in Italy and Popocatepetl in Mexico,
the researchers said. Magma stewing below the surface
is known to transmit gases to the atmosphere, even
without eruptions.

In the study, University of California, Berkeley,
scientists report the most precise and accurate dates yet
for the intense volcanic eruptions in India that
coincided with the worldwide extinction at the end of
the Cretaceous Period, the so-called K-Pg boundary.
The million-year sequence of eruptions spewed lava
flows for distances of at least 500 kilometers across the
Indian continent, creating the so-called Deccan Traps
flood basalts that in some places are nearly 2 kilometers
thick.

"We are suggesting that it is very likely that a lot of the
gases that come from magma systems precede
eruptions; they don't necessarily correlate with
eruptions," Renne said. In the case of the K-Pg
extinction, the symptoms of significant climate change
occurred before the peak in volcanic eruptions.

"Now that we have dated Deccan Traps lava flows in
more and different locations, we see that the transition
seems to be the same everywhere. I would say, with
pretty high confidence, that the eruptions occurred
within 50,000 years, and maybe 30,000 years, of the
impact, which means they were synchronous within the
margin of error," said Paul Renne, a professor-in-

Flood basalts
Renne, Sprain and their colleagues are using a precise
dating method, argon-argon dating, to determine when
4

the impact occurred and when the Deccan Traps
erupted to clarify the sequence of catastrophes at the
end of the Cretaceous Period and beginning of the
Tertiary Period -- the K-Pg boundary, formerly referred
to as the K-T boundary.

accumulation of pressure due to rising magma unleash
these major episodes in flood basalts?"
Sprain noted that, in the same issue of Science, a
research group at Princeton University also will publish
new dates related to the Deccan Traps, some of which
differ from those of the Berkeley group. Whereas the
Berkeley group dated the mineral plagioclase from the
actual lava flows, the Princeton group dated zircons in
the sediment deposited between flows. Because it's
unclear where the zircons came from, however, those
dates provide only a maximum age for the lava, she
said.

In 2013, using rocks from Montana, they obtained the
most precise date yet for the impact, and in 2018, they
updated that to 66,052,000 years ago, give or take 8,000
years. Then, in 2015, they determined from a handful
of samples in India that, in at least one spot, the peak of
the Deccan Traps eruptions occurred within about
50,000 years of that date, which means, in geologic
time, that the incidents were basically simultaneous.

Journal Reference: Courtney J. Sprain, Paul R.
Renne, Loÿc Vanderkluysen, Kanchan Pande, Stephen
Self, Tushar Mittal. The eruptive tempo of Deccan
volcanism in relation to the Cretaceous-Paleogene
boundary.
Science,
2019
DOI:
10.1126/science.aav1446.

Now, with three times more rock samples from areas
covering more of the Deccan Traps, the researchers
have established that the time of peak eruptions was the
same across much of the Indian continent. This
supports the group's hypothesis that the asteroid impact
triggered super-earthquakes that caused a strong burst
of volcanism in India, which is almost directly opposite
the impact site, the Chicxulub crater in the Caribbean
Sea.

Like Clockwork
Shifts in Earth’s orbit may increase the chances
of spectacular fossils

Sprain and Renne argue that the coincident
catastrophes likely delivered a one-two punch to life on
Earth, but the details are unclear. Volcanic eruptions
produce lots of gases, but some, like carbon dioxide and
methane, warm the planet, while others, like sulfur
aerosols, are cooling. The impact itself would have sent
dust into the atmosphere that blocked sunlight and
cooled the Earth, though no one knows for how long.

The Economist, January 26, 2019

"Both the impact and Deccan volcanism can produce
similar environmental effects, but these are occurring
on vastly differing timescales," Sprain said. "Therefore,
to understand how each agent contributed to the
extinction event, assessing timing is key."
Which gases in the Deccan Traps are emitted when is a
question that's hard to answer, because there are no
flood basalt eruptions going on today, despite
numerous ones in Earth's history. The most recent, near
the Columbia River in the Pacific Northwest, dwindled
15 million years ago after 400,000 years of eruptions.

FOR PALEONTOLOGISTS, fossils are buried
treasure, and, like treasure of the more conventional
sort, such finds are not all of equal value. Fossilized
bones, while useful, are reasonably common. Preserved
impressions in fine sediment of soft parts like skin and
organs are rarer and concomitantly more helpful when
it comes to understanding what ancient life was like.
But the palaeontological equivalent of finding royal
jewels is the discovery of soft tissues that have
themselves become preserved. Until now it has been
assumed that soft-tissue preservation is a chance, and
therefore unpredictable, event. But work published in
Geology by Farid Saleh of Claude Bernard University
in Lyon, France, suggests that regular variations in
Earth’s orbit can affect the preservation of soft tissue in
predictable ways.

The paucity of information about flood basalts is one
reason Renne and Sprain are interested in the Deccan
Traps, which are still young enough to contain
information about the sequence, effects and scale of the
eruptions, and perhaps the cause.
"It makes we wonder whether we may see some
external forcing mechanism, like the impact for the
Deccan Traps, for other flood basalts that lead up to
major peaks in eruptions, like the Columbia River
basalts or the Siberian Traps," Renne said. "Could a
major earthquake in nearby subduction zones or the
5

For such tissue to be preserved, minerals that impede
the activities of tissue-consuming bacteria need to
surround the body of a dead organism quickly, before
it can rot away. Iron-rich minerals are particularly good
at keeping flesh-eating bacteria at bay and are thus
commonly found in the sediments around soft-tissue
fossils. These sorts of minerals appear in the geological
record seemingly at random but, while studying the
Fezouata shale, a 500m-year-old formation in
Morocco, Mr. Saleh noted that exquisitely preserved
soft-tissue fossils of annelid worms, sponges,
arthropods (pictured) and echinoderms seemed to turn
up at regular intervals.

rainfall, increased erosion and, consequently, the
transport of more iron from land to sea. These ferrous
pulses, in turn, preserved the soft tissues of dead
animals, so long as the sediments at the bottom of the
sea were anoxic at the time.
Whether Mr. Saleh has come across something that is
merely a local fluke or is a phenomenon that has
parallels elsewhere—and which might thus be used to
hunt for previously unknown rocks with good softtissue preservation—remains to be seen. At the least,
though, he has shown how astronomical events can
have unexpected consequences on Earth.

Intrigued by this, he assembled a team to take a closer
look and found that, while fossils of the hard parts of
animals (shells, sponge spicules and so on) were
common in all sedimentary layers, soft-tissue fossils
were confined to six layers deposited at intervals of
100,000 years, or multiples thereof. These particular
fossils had all formed through a process called
pyritisation whereby pyrite, a substance also known as
fool’s gold, and composed of iron sulphide, seeped into
the tissues of the dead animals and mineralized them.

Earth may be 140 years away from
reaching carbon levels not seen in 56
million years
ScienceDaily, February 20, 2019
Total human carbon dioxide emissions could match
those of Earth's last major greenhouse warming event
in fewer than five generations, new research finds.
A new study finds humans are pumping carbon dioxide
into the atmosphere at a rate nine to 10 times higher
than the greenhouse gas was emitted during the
Paleocene-Eocene Thermal Maximum (PETM), a
global warming event that occurred roughly 56 million
years ago.

The team then analysed rock from other strata in the
formation and found it to be poor in iron—with three
telling exceptions. These were places that the 100,000year cycle suggested should be pyritized, but were not.
They were, however, iron-rich, suggesting the cycle is
real. That pyrite seemed not to have formed in them
was because the conditions of their birth were oxygenrich. Pyrite forms only in the absence of oxygen. And,
for the preservation of soft tissue, it is insufficient that
iron be present. It must also invade that tissue and
precipitate within it, which pyrite is particularly good
at doing.

The results suggest if carbon emissions continue to rise,
the total amount of carbon dioxide injected into the
atmosphere since humans started burning fossil fuels
could equal the amount released during the PETM as
soon as 2159.
"You and I won't be here in 2159, but that's only about
four generations away," said Philip Gingerich, a
paleoclimate researcher at the University of Michigan
and author of the new study in the AGU journal
Paleoceanography and Paleoclimatology. "When you
start to think about your children and your
grandchildren, and your great-grandchildren, you're
about there."

These findings presented Mr Saleh with the question of
why iron flooded into the shallow sea where the
Fezouata shales were forming only every 100,000
years, and this led him to ponder planetary movements.
Earth revolves around the sun in an orbit that is almost,
but not quite, circular. Its actual shape is an ellipse, and
the elongation of this ellipse, a property called its
eccentricity, oscillates over the course of time. That, in
turn, affects the extremity of the seasons Earth
experiences. The more eccentric the orbit, the more
extreme the difference between summer and winter.

Scientists often use the PETM as a benchmark against
which to compare modern climate change. But the new
study shows we're on track to meet this benchmark
much sooner than previously thought, as the pace of
today's warming far outstrips any climate event that has
happened since the extinction of the dinosaurs.

Such seasonal variation can show up in all sorts of
ways. And, when Dr. Saleh compared the pattern of this
oscillation, which is well-established back beyond
500m years ago, with that of his 100,000-year spikes of
iron availability, he found that the spikes coincided
with moments of maximum eccentricity. He reasoned
that the more intense seasonality was causing greater

"Given a business-as-usual assumption for the future,
the rates of carbon release that are happening today are
really unprecedented, even in the context of an event
like the PETM," said Gabriel Bowen, a geophysicist at
6

the University of Utah who was not connected to the
new study. "We don't have much in the way of geologic
examples to draw from in understanding how the world
responds to that kind of perturbation."

only average carbon emissions during the PETM over
the whole duration of the event -- thousands of years.
They don't know what those emissions rates were like
on a yearly basis, so it's difficult to compare them to the
pace of carbon emissions today.

The exact environmental consequences of PETM-like
carbon levels are unclear, but the increased
temperatures will likely drive many species to
extinction with the lucky ones being able to adapt or
migrate, according to Larisa DeSantis, a paleontologist
at Vanderbilt University who was not connected to the
new study. In addition, it will take thousands of years
for the climate system cool down, she said.

In the new study, Gingerich found a way to
mathematically compare modern carbon emissions to
PETM emissions on the same time scale. The results
showed current carbon emission rates are nine to 10
times higher than those during the PETM.

Studying past climate change

"To me, it really brought home how rapidly and how
great the consequences are of the carbon we're
producing as a people," Gingerich said.

The PETM was a global warming event that occurred
roughly 56 million years ago. Scientists are unsure
what caused it, but during the event massive quantities
of carbon dioxide were released into Earth's
atmosphere, rapidly spiking global temperatures by 5
to 8 degrees Celsius (9 to 14 degrees Fahrenheit).
Average global temperatures during the PETM peaked
at about 23 degrees Celsius (73 degrees Fahrenheit),
about 7 degrees Celsius (13 degrees Fahrenheit) higher
than today's average.

Projecting current emissions into the future, Gingerich
found that if emissions continue to rise, we could be
facing another PETM-like event in fewer than five
generations. The total carbon accumulated in the
atmosphere could hit the lowest estimate of carbon
accumulated during the PETM -- 3,000 gigatons -- in
the year 2159. It would hit the maximum estimated
emissions -- 7,126 gigatons -- in 2278, based on
Gingerich's calculations. Humans have emitted roughly
1,500 gigatons of carbon as of 2016.

Scientists think that during this time and the warm
period that followed, the poles were ice-free and the
Arctic was home to palm trees and crocodiles. It's not
the hottest Earth has ever been, but the PETM was the
warmest period since the extinction of the dinosaurs 66
million years ago.

"The fact that we could reach warming equivalent to
the PETM very quickly, within the next few hundred
years, is terrifying," DeSantis said.
The findings suggest scientists may not be able to
predict the environmental or biological changes that
will happen in the coming years based on what
happened during the PETM because today's warming
is occurring so much faster, according to DeSantis.
What makes predictions harder is that today's climate
starts from a cooler baseline than the PETM and the
species that inhabit Earth are different than those of 56
million years ago.

Scientists can't pin down exactly how much carbon was
injected into the atmosphere during the PETM or
exactly how long the event lasted. But their best
estimates say between 3,000 and 7,000 gigatons of
carbon accumulated over a period of 3,000 to 20,000
years, based on ocean sediment cores that show
changes to carbonate minerals laid down during this
time.

"It's hard to compare biotic effects because the world
during the PETM was quite different," DeSantis said.
"We live in a very different world today, with different
groups of animals, with humans being the dominant
species... but we know there are many negative
consequences of dramatic warming on vast numbers of
species, including our own."

The massive carbon release and temperature spike
drastically altered Earth's climate, causing a major
extinction of organisms in the deep ocean that are a key
link in the marine food web. Land animals got smaller
and migrated north to cooler climates. Some groups of
modern mammals, including primates, appeared for the
first time soon after the PETM, but scientists are unsure
whether this happened as a direct result of the rapid
environmental change.

Journal Reference: Philip D. Gingerich. Temporal
Scaling of Carbon Emission and Accumulation Rates:
Modern Anthropogenic Emissions Compared to
Estimates
of
PETM-Onset
Accumulation.
Paleoceanography and Paleoclimatology, 2019; DOI:
10.1029/2018PA003379.

Comparing past with present
Climate scientists use the PETM as a case study for
understanding what environmental changes might
happen under current human-caused climate change
and when those changes might take effect. But they can
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School of Earth and Space Exploration; and Ariel
Anbar of ASU's School of Earth and Space Exploration
and School of Molecular Sciences. Data collection took
over a year and utilized facilities at Woods Hole
Oceanographic Institution, Florida State University,
and ASU.

Ancient rocks provide clues to
Earth's early history
Researchers discover when and where O2
began its rise
ScienceDaily, February 25, 2019

Using mass spectrometers, the team measured the
thallium and molybdenum isotope compositions of the
Mt. McRae Shale. This was the first time both isotope
systems had been measured in the same set of shale
samples. As hypothesized, a predictable thallium and
molybdenum isotope pattern emerged, indicating that
manganese oxide minerals were being buried in the sea
floor over large regions of the ancient ocean. For this
burial to occur, O2 needed to have been present all the
way down to the sea floor 2.5 billion years ago.

Oxygen in the form of the oxygen molecule (O2),
produced by plants and vital for animals, is thankfully
abundant in Earth's atmosphere and oceans.
Researchers studying the history of O2 on Earth,
however, know that it was relatively scarce for much of
our planet's 4.6 billion-year existence.
So when and where did O2 begin to build up on Earth?
By studying ancient rocks, researchers have
determined that sometime between 2.5 and 2.3 billion
years ago, Earth underwent what scientists call the
"Great Oxidation Event" or "GOE" for short. O2 first
accumulated in Earth's atmosphere at this time and has
been present ever since

These findings improve scientists' understanding of
Earth's ocean oxygenation history. Accumulation of O2
was probably not restricted to small portions of the
surface ocean prior to the GOE. More likely, O2
accumulation extended over large regions of the ocean
and extended far into the ocean's depths. In some of
these areas, O2 accumulation seems to have even
extended all the way down to the sea floor.

Through numerous studies in this field of research,
however, evidence has emerged that there were minor
amounts of O2 in small areas of Earth's ancient shallow
oceans before the GOE. And in a study published
recently in the journal Nature Geoscience, a research
team led by scientists at Arizona State University
(ASU) has provided compelling evidence for
significant ocean oxygenation before the GOE, on a
larger scale and to greater depths than previously
recognized.

"Our discovery forces us to re-think the initial
oxygenation of Earth," states Ostrander. "Many lines of
evidence suggest that O2 started to accumulate in
Earth's atmosphere after about 2.5 billion years ago
during the GOE. However, it is now apparent that
Earth's initial oxygenation is a story rooted in the
ocean. O2 probably accumulated in Earth's oceans -- to
significant levels, according to our data -- well before
doing so in the atmosphere."

For this study, the team targeted a set of 2.5 billionyear-old marine sedimentary rocks from Western
Australia known as the Mt. McRae Shale. "These rocks
were perfect for our study because they were shown
previously to have been deposited during an anomalous
oxygenation episode before the Great Oxidation
Event," says lead author Chadlin Ostrander of ASU's
School of Earth and Space Exploration.

"Now that we know when and where O2 began to build
up, the next question is why" says ASU President's
Professor and co-author Anbar. "We think that bacteria
that produce O2 were thriving in the oceans long before
O2 began to build up in the atmosphere. What changed
to cause that build-up? That's what we're working on
next."

Shales are sedimentary rocks that were, at some time in
Earth's past, deposited on the sea floor of ancient
oceans. In some cases, these shales contain the
chemical fingerprints of the ancient oceans they were
deposited in.

Journal Reference: Chadlin M. Ostrander, Sune G.
Nielsen, Jeremy D. Owens, Brian Kendall, Gwyneth
W. Gordon, Stephen J. Romaniello, Ariel D. Anbar.
Fully oxygenated water columns over continental
shelves before the Great Oxidation Event. Nature
Geoscience, 2019; DOI: 10.1038/s41561-019-0309-7.

For this research, Ostrander dissolved shale samples
and separated elements of interest in a clean lab, then
measured isotopic compositions on a mass
spectrometer. This process was completed with the
help of co-authors Sune Nielsen at Woods Hole
Oceanographic Institution (Massachusetts); Jeremy
Owens at Florida State University; Brian Kendall at the
University of Waterloo (Ontario, Canada); scientists
Gwyneth Gordon and Stephen Romaniello of ASU's
8

compositions to dated rocks from Canada and Norway.
Moreover, the Heidelberg team was successful in
retrieving microscopic mineral grains of baddeleyite
from the Mexican samples.

A volcanic binge and its frosty
hangover
ScienceDaily, February 20, 2019

Baddeleyite (ZrO2) most often crystallizes in the latestage, most chemically fractionated portions of mafic
magmas together with apatite, ilmenite, ± zircon, ±
zirconolite [ed.]. It exclusively crystallises in magma
and thus is a reliable indicator for the timing of
volcanism. In this case, with the help of a high spatial
resolution ion microprobe at the Institute of Earth
Sciences, the rare mineral was determined to be 619
million years old. According to Prof. Schmitt, this date
perfectly matches the time when the rocks found in
Canada and Norway were formed. The researchers
speculate that the long-term climate effects of this large
igneous province led to the Gaskiers glaciation
approximately 40 million years later.

A major volcanic event could have triggered one of the
largest glaciations in Earth's history -- the Gaskiers
glaciation, which turned the Earth into a giant snowball
approximately 580 million years ago. Researchers from
Heidelberg University and colleagues from Mexico
have discovered remnants of such a large igneous
province that resulted from vast lava flows. At the time,
it extended over three continents, which today
comprises the Earth's crust in parts of Mexico, North
America, and northern Europe. The basaltic eruptions
must have covered an area of at least a thousand
kilometres in diameter. The results of the research were
published in the journal "Geophysical Research
Letters."

Journal Reference: Bodo Weber, Axel K. Schmitt,
Alejandro Cisneros de León, Reneé GonzálezGuzmán. Coeval Early Ediacaran Breakup of
Amazonia, Baltica, and Laurentia: Evidence From
Micro-Baddeleyite Dating of Dykes From the Novillo
Canyon, Mexico. Geophysical Research Letters, 2019;
DOI: 10.1029/2018GL079976.

Volcanism is a natural process that releases the
greenhouse gas carbon dioxide (CO2) into the
atmosphere. Weathering of silicate rocks on Earth's
surface traps atmospheric CO2 and sequesters it in
carbonate rocks. "That guarantees long-term stability
of Earth's temperate surface conditions in comparison
to the hostile environment of its cosmic neighbours, hot
Venus and cold Mars," explains Prof. Dr. Axel K.
Schmitt of the Institute of Earth Sciences at Heidelberg
University. Disturbances of this equilibrium, however,
are known to have occurred throughout Earth's history.
"At the end of the Proterozoic Eon, there were three
worldwide glaciations. From space, the Earth would
have resembled a snowball," adds the geoscientist.

500-million-year old worm
'superhighway' discovered in Canada
ScienceDaily, February 28, 2019

Extreme volcanic outpourings resulting in so-called
large igneous provinces could be responsible for these
Snowball Earth global glaciations. When continental
land masses break up, it causes a volcanic binge that
also releases massive amounts of CO2 into the
atmosphere, which can cause short-term global
warming. Then, however, the lava rock begins to
weather. "The weathering process is especially intense
at tropical latitudes. Over timescales of millions to tens
of millions of years, the weathered rocks can sequester
sufficient carbon dioxide to plunge Earth's climate into
an extreme ice age," explains Prof. Schmitt.
The German-Mexican team which included researchers
from the Centro de Investigación Científica y de
Educación Superior de Ensenda (CICESE) studied
basaltic dike rocks from the Novillo Gneiss in the
Mexican state of Tamaulipas. These dikes are the roots
of lava flows that have been long eroded. The research
team demonstrated that dike rocks from Mexico are
indistinguishable in their trace element and isotopic

These are worm tunnels (labelled) visible in small
section of rock. Credit: Professor Brian Pratt,
University of Saskatchewan
Prehistoric worms populated the sea bed 500 million
years ago -- evidence that life was active in an
environment thought uninhabitable until now, research
by the University of Saskatchewan (USask) shows. The
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sea bed in the deep ocean during the Cambrian period
was thought to have been inhospitable to animal life
because it lacked enough oxygen to sustain it.

because no animals lived in the mud to eat the
carcasses.
Pratt's discovery, with co-author Julien Kimmig, now
of the University of Kansas, shows there was enough
oxygen to sustain various kinds of worms in the sea
bed. "Serendipity is a common aspect to my kind of
research," Pratt said. "I found these unusual rocks quite
by accident all those years ago. On a hunch I prepared
a bunch of samples and when I enhanced the images I
was genuinely surprized by what I found," he said.

But research published in the scientific journal
Geology reveals the existence of fossilized worm
tunnels dating back to the Cambrian period -- 270
million years before the evolution of dinosaurs. The
discovery, by USask professor Brian Pratt, suggests
that animal life in the sediment at that time was more
widespread than previously thought.
The worm tunnels -- borrows where worms lived and
munched through the sediment -- are invisible to the
naked eye. But Pratt "had a hunch" and sliced the rocks
and scanned them to see whether they revealed signs of
ancient life. The rocks came from an area in the remote
Mackenzie Mountains of the Northwest Territories in
Canada which Pratt found 35 years ago.

"This has a lot of implications which will now need to
be investigated, not just in Cambrian shales but in
younger rocks as well. People should try the same
technique to see if it reveals signs of life in their
samples."
The research was funded by the Natural Sciences and
Engineering Research Council of Canada.

Pratt then digitally enhanced images of the rock
surfaces so he could examine them more closely. Only
then did the hidden 'superhighway' of burrows made by
several different sizes and types of prehistoric worm
emerge in the rock. Some were barely a millimetre in
size and others as large as a finger. The smaller ones
were probably made by simple polychaetes -- or bristle
worms -- but one of the large forms was a predator that
attacked unsuspecting arthropods and surface-dwelling
worms.

Journal Reference: Brian R. Pratt, Julien Kimmig.
Extensive bioturbation in a middle Cambrian Burgess
Shale–type fossil Lagerstätte in northwestern Canada.
Geology, 2019; 47 (3): 231 DOI: 10.1130/G45551.1.

Volcanic growth 'critical' to the
formation of Panama
Scientists put forward new explanation as to
how land bridge formed between North and
South America

Pratt said he was "surprized" by the unexpected
discovery. "For the first time, we saw evidence of large
populations of worms living in the sediment -- which
was thought to be barren," he said. "There were cryptic
worm tunnels -- burrows -- in the mud on the
continental shelf 500 million years ago, and more
animals reworking, or bioturbating, the sea bed than
anyone ever thought."

ScienceDaily, February 5, 2019
It is a thin strip of land whose creation kick-started one
of the most significant geological events in the past 60
million years.
Yet for scientists the exact process by which the
Isthmus of Panama came into being still remains
largely contentious.

Pratt, a geologist and paleontologist and Fellow of the
Geological Society of America, found the tunnels in
sedimentary rocks that are similar to the Burgess Shale,
a famous fossil-bearing deposit in the Canadian
Rockies. The discovery may prompt a rethink of the
level of oxygenation in ancient oceans and continental
shelves.

In a new study published today in the journal Scientific
Reports, scientists from Cardiff University have
proposed that the Isthmus was born not solely from
tectonic process, but could have also largely benefited
from the growth of volcanoes.

The Cambrian period saw an explosion of life on Earth
in the oceans and the development of multi-cellular
organisms including prehistoric worms, clams, snails
and ancestors of crabs and lobsters. Previously the seas
had been inhabited by simple, single-celled microbes
and algae.

The Isthmus of Panama is a narrow piece of land that
lies between the Caribbean Sea and the Pacific Ocean
and links North and South America. It is believed to
have fully formed around 2.8m years ago, yet scientists
are still unsure about the processes and timescales that
led up to this.

It has always been assumed that the creatures in the
Burgess Shale -- known for the richness of its fossils -had been preserved so immaculately because the lack
of oxygen at the bottom of the sea stopped decay, and

Up until now researchers have favoured a model in that
the Isthmus of Panama was created through the
collision of two of Earth's tectonic plates -- the South
10

American Plate and the Caribbean Plate -- which
pushed underwater volcanoes up from the sea floor and
eventually forced some areas above sea level.

Journal Reference: David M. Buchs, Derek Irving,
Henry Coombs, Roberto Miranda, Jian Wang,
Maurylis Coronado, Rodrigo Arrocha, Mauricio
Lacerda, Creed Goff, Eladio Almengor, Enier Portugal,
Pastora Franceschi, Eric Chichaco, Stewart D.
Redwood. Volcanic contribution to emergence of
Central Panama in the Early Miocene. Scientific
Reports, 2019;9(1)DOI: 10.1038/s41598-018-37790-2.

However, new geochemical and geochronological data
taken from the Panama Canal and field investigation of
old volcanoes in this area have provided evidence that
there was significant volcanic activity taking place
during a critical phase of the emergence of the Isthmus
of Panama around 25 million years ago.

Mystery of green icebergs may soon
be solved

The growth of volcanoes in the Panama Canal area is
thought to have been particularly significant for the
formation of the Isthmus because the Canal was
constructed in a shallow area of Panama, which is
believed to have remained underwater for the major
part of the geological history of the region.

ScienceDaily, March 4, 2019
Researchers have proposed a new idea that may explain
why some Antarctic icebergs are tinged emerald green
rather than the normal blue, potentially solving a
decades-long scientific mystery.

This suggests that the formation of the volcanoes along
the Canal could have played an important role in the
rise of the Isthmus above sea level.
Scientists are keen to discover exactly how the Isthmus
of Panama formed given its significant role in shaping
both weather patterns and biodiversity across the
world.

Pure ice is blue because ice absorbs more red light than
blue light. Most icebergs appear white or blue when
floating in seawater, but since the early 1900s explorers
and sailors have reported seeing peculiar green
icebergs around certain parts of Antarctica.

Before a landmass existed between North and South
America, water had moved freely between the Atlantic
and Pacific oceans, but this changed when Panama
formed, forcing warm Caribbean waters northwards to
form what we now know as the Gulf Stream, thus
creating much warmer climates in north-western
Europe.

The green icebergs have been a curiosity to scientists
for decades, but now glaciologists report in a new study
that they suspect iron oxides in rock dust from
Antarctica's mainland are turning some icebergs green.
They formulated the new theory after Australian
researchers discovered large amounts of iron in East
Antarctica's Amery Ice Shelf.

The formation of the Isthmus of Panama also played a
major role in Earth's biodiversity, making it easier for
animals and plants to migrate between the continents.
In North America, the opossum, armadillo and
porcupine all trace back to ancestors that came across
the land bridge from South America. Likewise, the
ancestors of bears, cats, dogs, horses, llamas, and
raccoons all made the trek south across the Isthmus of
Panama.

Iron is a key nutrient for phytoplankton, microscopic
plants that form the base of the marine food web. But
iron is scarce in many areas of the ocean.

Lead author of the study Dr. David Buchs, from Cardiff
University's School of Earth and Ocean Sciences, said:
"The formation of the Isthmus of Panama is without
doubt one of the most significant geological events to
have happened on Earth, particularly because of its role
in shaping large scale weather patterns, creating the
Arctic ice cap and triggering widespread biodiversity
across continents.

"It's like taking a package to the post office. The
iceberg can deliver this iron out into the ocean far away,
and then melt and deliver it to the phytoplankton that
can use it as a nutrient," said Stephen Warren, a
glaciologist at the University of Washington and lead
author of the new study in the Journal of Geophysical
Research: Oceans, a journal of the American
Geophysical Union. "We always thought green
icebergs were just an exotic curiosity, but now we think
they may actually be important."

If experiments prove the new theory right, it would
mean green icebergs are ferrying precious iron from
Antarctica's mainland to the open sea when they break
off, providing this key nutrient to the organisms that
support nearly all marine life.

"We've provided evidence to show that volcanic
activity was critical to the formation of the Isthmus of
Panama and responsible for many of the geological
features that we see around the region to this day."

A mystery of color
Warren started studying the phenomenon on an
Australian expedition in 1988, when he took a core
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sample from a green iceberg near the Amery Ice Shelf
on the coast of East Antarctica.

blue marine ice, so something else had to be
responsible for the green color.

Interestingly, the green ice he saw was a deep emerald
hue much darker and clearer than that of normal
icebergs -- a signal to scientists that green ice might be
different from regular iceberg ice.

Rock dust in the sea
The problem nagged at Warren until a few years ago,
when an oceanographer at the University of Tasmania
tested an ice core from the Amery Ice Shelf for its iron
content. She found marine ice near the bottom of the
core had nearly 500 times more iron than the glacial ice
above.

"When we climbed up on that iceberg, the most
amazing thing was actually not the color but rather the
clarity," Warren said. "This ice had no bubbles. It was
obvious that it was not ordinary glacier ice."

Iron oxides found in soil, rocks, and common rust tend
to have warm, earthy hues -- yellows, oranges, reds and
browns. So Warren began to suspect iron oxides in the
marine ice could turning blue ice green. But where was
the iron coming from?

Icebergs break off of glaciers and ice shelves that jut
out into the sea. Typical glacier ice forms when layers
of snow build up and solidify over time, so it naturally
has air pockets that reflect light.
But in Antarctica, some icebergs have a layer of what's
called marine ice: ocean water frozen to the underside
of an overhanging ice shelf. Marine ice is clearer and
darker than glacier ice because it doesn't have any air
pockets to reflect light.

As glaciers flow over bedrock, they grind rocks to a
fine powder known as glacial flour. When the ice meets
the sea, this glacial flour flows into the ocean. If the
rock dust becomes trapped under an ice shelf, the
particles could be incorporated in marine ice as it
forms.

When Warren and his colleagues analyzed that iceberg
and other green icebergs sampled by Australian
expeditions in the 1980s, they found the green parts
were made of marine ice and not glacier ice. They
suspected an impurity in the ocean water underneath
the Amery Ice Shelf was turning some marine ice
green.

Warren now suspects iron oxides in glacial flour from
rocks on Antarctica's mainland are responsible for
creating the stunning emerald icebergs. He and the
Australian iron researchers now propose to sample
icebergs of different colors for their iron content and
light-reflecting properties. If their theory proves
correct, green icebergs could be more important than
scientists thought.

Their first thought was that dissolved organic carbon,
microscopic particles of long-dead marine plants and
animals, was getting trapped in the ice as the water
froze to the underside of the ice shelf. Dissolved
organic carbon is yellow, so if pure ice is blue, the
addition of yellow particles could turn the ice green,
according to Warren.

Video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=1&v
=y3sJIdkEpws
Journal Reference: Stephen G. Warren, Collin S.
Roesler, Richard E. Brandt, Mark Curran. Green
Icebergs Revisited. Journal of Geophysical Research:
Oceans, 2019; DOI: 10.1029/2018JC014479.

But when Warren and his colleagues sampled icebergs
on a subsequent expedition in 1996, they found green
marine ice had the same amount of organic material as
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Biography: Dr. Sara K. McBride is a Mendenhall
Fellow at the U.S. Geological Survey in the
Earthquake Science Center. She has a Ph.D. in
English and Media Studies from Massey University
in New Zealand, exploring how to improve
effectiveness of communication to change how
people think about natural hazards. Sara also studies
human behavior and interconnected discourse
between media, scientists, emergency managers, and
non-technical people. Sara also has a Master’s in
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